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Introduction
In a previous paper (De Jager and Duhau, 2009b) we discussed the relationship between solar activity and average terrestrial surface temperature. A refinement, as compared to earlier investigations of that problem, was that we did not only deal with the correlation of terrestrial surface temperature with the manifestations of the solar toroidal magnetic field component, such as sunspots, the UV radiation emitted by the facular fields, solar flares and CMEs, but that we also considered the possible influence of the poloidal fields. The rationale behind that approach is that the two magnetic field components of the solar dynamo, viz. the toroidal and the poloidal ones, are comparable in magnetic flux. Hence there is no a priori reason for concentrating on only one of them when studying the possible solar influence on tropospheric temperatures.
On the basis of a study of seven temperature data files we found (De Jager and Duhau, 2009b ) that the influence of the poloidal fields cannot be neglected. It was at that time reconstructed to amount to some 30% of that of the toroidal field component. The question which manifestation(s) of solar activity should be put responsible for the sun-troposphere connection was not touched.
We have since been involved in a more detailed recalculation of these results for various reasons: First, we got new aa-data. Next we also realized that the use of aa-data for the period 1610-1844, being based on extrapolated sunspot numbers could give rise to wrong results. The approach followed in that paper was based on a method comparable to our 'first attempt', described in Section 2. In that section we will show that this approach yields inaccurate results. Finally we thankfully acknowledge the receipt before publication of a critical paper by Komen (preprint) . The outcome of the new study is part of the present paper. Later in this paper we explain the difference with the former results.
In our attempt to identify a solar agency we took into account that the solar variability has several components. Best known are the Schwabe and Hale cycles of $ 11 and $22 years, the Gleissberg cycle of $ 88 years, the De Vries cycle of 205 years, the Hallstatt cycle of $ 2300 years (cf. review by De Jager, 2005) . Most of these cycles, though, are not constant as some of them, notably the Schwabe and Hale cycles and particularly the Gleissberg cycle vary in length as well as in their time-dependent structure. It seems likely that each of the various components of these cycles may be associated with another solar physical mechanism, which has to be identified. Each of these may or may not be correlated with terrestrial surface temperatures and they may act differently. It is the purpose of this paper also to deal with that problem, in an attempt to identify the solar cycles that contribute to tropospheric warming.
To illustrate the problem we show in Fig. 1 the variation of the temperature with time since 1620. The data file is that of Moberg et al. (2005) extended after 1980 by that of Brohan et al. (2006) and Kennedy et al. (2008) . The data have been smoothed with a procedure described by De Jager and Usoskin (2006) , which consist in weighing the data with triangularly distributed weights over a time interval of plus and minus 9 years around the central date. Data smoothing is essential for the present problem because the notion 'climate' implies the study of terrestrial surface temperatures.
A gradual increase, with a gradient of 0.171 per century, is apparent in the diagram but we notice a change in the gradient after about 1790-1800. Also clear is the still steeper increase after 1970. Roughly one may distinguish between three periods, each with a different gradient dT(t)/dt: 1610-1800, 1800-1970 and after 1970 .
The average secular temperature gradient of the MobergBrohan-Kennedy data, being dT/dt¼0.171 per century, is not typical. All seven temperature data sets that are studied in this paper (cf. the references in Section 2) show a secular increase of temperature. The average value over the seven data sets is 0.0871 per century. In these temperature data sets the lowest value, 0.0361 per century, is for the data of Mann et al. (1999) .
In the present paper we want to study the solar influence on the Earth's lower troposphere and notably on the surface temperature. In this introductory section we briefly summarize results from other authors that found correlation between solar activity and physical parameters of the troposphere, notably the ground temperatures. Coughlin and Tung (2004) found an 11-year sun-correlated signal in the lower troposphere. Usoskin et al. (2004b Usoskin et al. ( , 2004c studied the correlation between solar activity and surface temperature over the last 1150 years and found a correlation coefficient of 0.7-0.8 with a significance level ranging between 94% and 98%. De Jager and Usoskin (2006) Fig. 3 ) shows significant correlation, the correlation coefficient being 0.77 ( + 0.10/ À0.17) with a significance level of 99.8%. Scafetta (2009) found a significant solar contribution in the period before 1980. Le Mouël et al. (2008 Mouël et al. ( , 2009 ) detected a good correlation between some aspects of earth temperature variation and solar variability. According to Benestadt and Schmidt (2009) the sun contributed for 7% to the temperature increase in the 20th century while its contribution is negligible since 1980. Usoskin et al. (in press) found significant, though geographically separated solar effects on tropospheric ionisation.
Next, we describe the proxies used here. Following usual practice, the time series of sunspot cycle maxima R max and of the minima of the geomagnetic index aa min have been used as proxies for the amplitude modulation of the solar dynamo magnetic field in the toroidal and poloidal components, respectively. This is done because direct observations of the two field components are only available for the past few solar cycles. For the aa index we used the Mayaud (1975) data as recently corrected by Lockwood et al. (submitted for publication) . The difference between these two data sets is shown in Fig. 2 . These differences appear to be relatively small, but since the R max and the aa min data are correlated to a large extent, these small differences may result in large differences in the outcome of investigations, like the present one, that are based on a least squares treatment of four variables. We recall that at phase transitions between Grand Episodes the values of aa min and R max assume unique values, of 93.4 sunspot numbers and 10.34 nT, respectively (Duhau and De Jager, 2008) . These co-ordinates identify the so-called Transition Point. The upper horizontal line in Fig. 2 at 1924 is drawn at that value. The vertical line in Fig. 2 at 93.4 is drawn at the Transition Point value for R max . The aa min curve crossed the 1924 line during the phase transition of 1923-1924.
A reanalysis of the sun-climate connection
We investigate the relation between the annually averaged terrestrial surface temperature T and the toroidal and poloidal fields. Observations (Fig. 1) show that T increased gradually from the Maunder Minimum till the 20th century Grand Maximum. The same applies to R max as indicated by De Jager and Duhau (2009b; cf. their Figs. 2 and 1) . It also applies to aa min (Fig. 3 of De Jager and Duhau, 2009b) . Assuming these relationships to be linear, which is the simplest assumption in the absence of a physical theory, we write:
Here, the z-term is introduced to represent an assumed gradual rise of temperature with time that is not correlated with solar variability and that might be due to climatologic phenomena. With Eq. (1) we wish to determine the constants x, y and z in such a way that the resulting fit follows the interdecadal Moberg et al. (2005) . Data from Brohan et al. (2006) and Kennedy et al. (2008) , from 1980 onward are pasted to it. variations, and we investigate how much of the secular T rise can be accounted for. In this investigation we use the normalized values of R max and aa min to facilitate the calculations. Hence, the units of x and y are 1C, while that of z is chosen as 1C/century. The way of normalizing needs some discussion. In De Jager and Duhau (2009b) we normalized to the average values of R max and aa min over the time interval considered, which is admittedly an arbitrary approach, because any other time interval would give other normalization constants. In the present investigation we normalize to the Transition Point coordinates in the phase diagram (Duhau and De Jager, 2008) . As elaborated in that paper, these coordinates are based on the theory of deterministic chaos (Weiss, 1987; Feynman and Gabriel, 1990; Weiss and Tobias, 2006; De Jager, 2005) , as well as on an observational analysis of the nonlinear character of the solar dynamo and of its chaotic elements that characterise solar activity (Kremliovsky, 1995; Weiss and Tobias, 2006) . We therefore claim that the normalization is physically justified and unique. But here we have to add that the way of normalizing does not affect the end result. If, for example, the normalizing constants would be multiplied by factors p and q, then we would find that the resulting x and y values will appear to have been multiplied by the same factors and the functions T x ¼x. R max and T y ¼y aa min would remain the same. Also the resulting value of z would not change. But the choice of the normalization is important for another reason: the ratio y/x describes the relative contributions of the poloidal and the toroidal field components. This ratio depends on the normalization. The appropriate normalization for this aim is the one based on the Transition Point coordinates. This is further discussed in Section 4.
The investigation was applied to the seven temperature data sets that were used previously by De Jager and Usoskin (2006) and De Jager and Duhau (2009b) . These are, numbered from 1 to 7: Moberg et al. (2005) , Jones et al. (1998a, b) , Mann et al. (1999) , Briffa (2000) , Overpeck et al. (1997) , Crowley and Lowery (2000) and Mann and Jones (2003) . It is well-known that the various published temperature reconstructions are fairly inhomogeneous. Not all of the above temperature data sets are really global. Some of them are restricted to certain global zones. In view of these apparent inhomogeneities it is difficult to select the 'best' or the 'most suitable' temperature file. We decided to choose all recent (i.e. after 1998) temperature files that are published in peerrefereed papers in international journals.
We want to determine x, y and z, and their mean errors by least squares. The direct analysis leads to difficulties for various reasons as mentioned: the correlation of R max and aa min and the fact that, while R max is known for the period after 1610, direct observations of aa min are only known from 1844 onward.
A first attempt, being a least-squares analysis of the data in the restricted time interval 1844-1970 failed. The resulting r.m.s. errors of x, y, z and const appear to be large enough to distrust the derived values.
In a second attempt we tried to solve Eq. (1) for the larger time interval . We tried to overcome the difficulty that aa-data are only available from 1844 onward by using the extrapolated aa-data of Nagovitsyn (2005 Nagovitsyn ( , 2006 Nagovitsyn ( , 2007 . The weakness of this approach is that the extrapolation is partly based on sunspot numbers.
By least squares we solved x, y, z and const from Eq. (1) for the time interval 1619-1970 hence yielding 352 equations with four unknowns. Although sunspot data are available from 1610 onward, the first 9 years are numerically omitted because of the smoothing procedure. The data had been smoothed by a triangular smoothing function with a base width of 18 years, as described in De Jager and Usoskin (2006) . For the ending year we choose 1970, because there are indications of significant antropogenic warming after about 1980. We note in this connection that Le Mouël et al. (2005) find that antropogenic warming only started to become dominant in the last decade of the 20th century. Hence our choice of 1970 seems a safe ending year.
We thus got 7 sets of data and their r.m.s. errors for the unknowns, these resulting from the seven temperature data sets; see Table 1a . The results show considerable scattering and large mean errors. After having found x, y and z we studied the T(t) gradients for the original data sets, where t is time. This was done by the least squares technique leading to the value z 0 ¼dT/dt. Here, z 0 is the total temperature gradient over the period studied, while z is the gradient that results after subtraction of the suncorrelated part. The values of (z 0 -z)/z 0 then describe the relative contribution of sun-correlated warming to the gradual temperature increase over the period of 3.5 centuries that was investigated.
The Further: (/z 0 S-/zS)//z 0 S¼0.1867. Although this attempt resulted in numerical data with a slightly better degree of accuracy than was found in the first attempt it is clear that the approach is too primitive. That can be judged from a glance at the ratio between the average (one sigma) r.m.s. errors and the average values of x and y. The averages, as derived from Table 1a , are /m x S//xS¼0.40 and /m y S/ /yS¼1.04. It follows that the x-values are barely significant while the y values are not at all. Therefore these results are just given as an illustration of the inherent numerical difficulties of the present problem. The main reason for presenting them here is to allow for a comparison with results from the following third attempt.
In that attempt we tried to overcome the difficulties of the first two attempts by working in two steps, and according to two different and, in a sense, opposite approaches.
In our first step we write
hence neglecting for the time being the y and z terms, and we determined x by least squares for the period for which sunspot data are available: 1619-1970. Thereafter we determined y and const for data covering the period 1844-1970, by a least squares analysis of
Having thus found x and y in the first approximation we tried to improve them by successive iterations, repeating the procedure for the residuals. It turned out that two iteration steps were as a rule sufficient. More iteration steps did not improve the results but they did increase the resulting mean errors.
Table 1a
Values of x, y, z 0 and z and their r.m.s. errors (m) for the seven temperature files. In the second step we went the other way round by first determining y from
We did this for the period for which aa-data are available: . Thereafter x was determined, similarly and complimentary to the above treatment.
The results from the two ways of analysis lead to similar results, with considerable scatter. After having found x and y we studied the T(t) gradient, where t is time. This was first done for the original T-data, leading to the value z 0 ¼dT/dt. Thereafter the gradient was determined for the residuals, hence describing the non-sun related temperature increase, leading to the gradient z of the residual temperatures. This was also done by a least squares technique. The values of (z 0 -z)/z 0 then describe the relative contribution of suncorrelated warming to the gradual temperature increase over the period of 3.5 centuries that was investigated.
We thus got 14 sets of data and their r.m.s. errors for the unknowns, these resulting from the seven temperature data sets and the two approaches. The numerical data are presented in Table 1b .
The weighted averages of the results, weighted according to the inverse squared mean errors are /xS ¼0.359570.0071 and /yS¼-0.185170.0086. Hence y/x¼ -0.5194. We again judge the accuracy of the data by deriving the ratios of average values /m x S//xS¼0.02 and /m y S//yS¼0.22. These values are considerably better than those found in the second attempt, namely by factors 20 and 5. This gratifying result gives confidence in the data. For the gradients, z and z 0 we found /z 0 S¼0.0868 70.0030 and /zS¼0.050870.0020. Further /(z 0 -z)/z 0 S¼ 0.45470.018 and (/z 0 S-/zS)//z 0 S¼0.415. The difference between the two last numbers is satisfactorily small which implies that the involved error curves are symmetric. It allows one to derive the average of the two values, which is 0.43.
Adhering to these results of the third attempt, the conclusions from this section are:
The average gradient of the tropospheric temperature during the period 1619-1970 was /z 0 S¼0.0868 70.0030 1C/century.
The fraction 0.43, being 0.037 1C/century was correlated with solar variability.
The average temperature gradient correlated with the toroidal field component is 0.077 1C/century, while that correlated with the poloidal field component was À0.040 1C/century. The minus sign of the y value tells that sun-induced warming due to the poloidal field component is strongest for weakest polar fields, when coronal holes are strong while polar faculae (Callebaut and Makarov, 1992) and bright spots virtually absent. This finding has implications for our understanding of the sun-climate connection, perhaps also in view of the sometimes advanced assumption of a relation between solar particle emission and cloud formation. One may wonder if this result has implications for the good correlation between polar and equatorial magnetic fields, but that latter correlation is just a basic aspect of the solar dynamo and not related to the present result. In Section 7 we return to it.
The residual non-solar terrestrial surface temperature gradient, hence obtained after having subtracted the solar part and presumably to be ascribed to climatologic causes is 0.051 1C/ century.
We reiterate that the temperature gradients z 0 and z are averages for the whole period and that there are indications for variations with time. These variations are not discussed in this paper.
These results are to be considered as an improvement of those published in De Jager and Duhau (2009b) . They replace the former results.
Episodes of global warming and cooling?
In our previous paper (De Jager and Duhau, 2009b) it was concluded that the residuals DT¼T observed -T calculated , from which the average increase z has been subtracted, show clear residual episodes of relative warming and cooling. One of these is the present period of global warming that did not seem to differ in its various aspects from the other periods. Since that conclusion appears to oppose generally accepted views (cf. also Komen, preprint) , a closer consideration is needed. We do that in the present section.
To that end we calculated DT for the data set of Moberg et al. (2005) to which the end part of that of Brohan et al. (2006) and Kennedy et al. (2008) are pasted. This is the same set of data that is used in Fig. 1 . In view of the possible change in gradient dT/dt around 1790-1800 we restrict ourselves in this section to the period after 1790, but we included the period after 1970 because we also wish to investigate that period. We based this study on the average x and y values listed at the end of the preceding section. The results are presented in Fig. 3 .
With regard to the diagram we remark the following. Although the input data are for 1790-2008 the diagram shows them only for 1799-1999. That is because the T-data have been smoothed by a 19 years triangular smoothing program, which shortens the outcome by 9 years at either end of the data file. Apart from the small oscillations in the curve of Fig. 3 , showing amplitudes between 0.11 and 0.21, there is a conspicuous depression of $ 0.21 near 1960 and a stronger warming, reaching 0.301 in 1999. We identify the latter with the recent period of global warming until the end of the last century. The presently followed procedure does not allow a determination for years after 1999. On one hand a Table 1b Values of x, y, z 0 and z along with their r.m.s. errors (m) for the seven temperature files and the two approaches (upper set: first x, then y; lower set: the reverse approach). further increase may be expected being given that the excesses were 0.241 and 0.271 in 1997 and 1998, hence an increase of 0.031 per year. On the other hand the 1999 value is greatly influenced by the exceptional 1998 maximum, which is ascribed to strong El Niñ o effects.
The depression around 1960 is part of the Grand Maximum of the 20th century. A significant cooling dominated by aerosols, is a robust feature of a wide range of detection analyses. A key factor in identifying the aerosol fingerprint, and therefore the amount of aerosol cooling is the change through time of the hemispheric temperature contrast, which is affected by the different evolution of aerosol forcing in the two hemispheres as well as the greater thermal inertia of the larger ocean area in the Southern Hemisphere (Santer et al., 1995 (Santer et al., , 1996 Hegerl et al., 2001; Stott et al., 2006) . Regional and seasonal aspects of the temperature response may help to distinguish the response to greenhouse gas increases from the response to aerosols (e.g., Ramanathan et al., 2005; Nagashima et al., 2006) .
A final remark is appropriate at this point. For the present period of global warming we find for the year 1999 a peak value of 0.31 1C. In our previous paper (De Jager and Duhau, 2009b) we found a smaller value, $0.2 1C. The difference reflects the present more precise analysis: the earlier study was based on an analysing method similar to the 'first attempt' as described in Section 2.
Another aspect is that the direct temperature data show a larger present-days excess; e.g. the Brohan et al. (2006) and Kennedy et al. (2008) Komen (preprint) who was unable to reproduce the data from our former study. That is due to his use of other normalizing constants and to his neglect of smoothing.
The difference between the direct observations and our derived value of $0.3 1C is for a minor part, not more than 0.1 1C, accounted for by the subtraction of the gradual increase. For another part it is related to the dip of $ 0.31 around [1960] [1961] [1962] [1963] [1964] [1965] [1966] [1967] [1968] [1969] [1970] . The major part of the difference is due to the smoothing of the data. Data smoothing is essential if one wishes to deal with climate change instead of studying short-term variations. But this procedure especially affects steep gradients and peaks in the unsmoothed curve. Some trial calculations, applied to the present period of global warming including the standstill of the temperature increase during the last decade (Kerr, 2009) have shown that the smoothing may account for a reduction by $ 0.3 to $ 0.4 1C of the peak that would result from unsmoothed data. The sum of these effects explains the difference.
Concluding this section we summarize:
The triangularly weighted average residual smoothed over the period 1990-2008 is 0.311. This should be compared with an average residual of 0.15 1C in the period 1800-1950.
In the 1960s the smoothed residual is negative (approx.
À 0.21). This can, most probably, be ascribed to aerosol cooling.
Wavelet representation
In Section 5 we want to investigate the dependence of temperature on the various components of the solar fields, in order to find hints leading to a physical explanation. In order to split the various variables (temperature, poloidal and toroidal fields) in their components, we used the method of wavelet representation as introduced by Duhau and Chen (2002) and improved by Duhau and De Jager, (2008) . These authors have Fig. 4 . The Morlet wavelet scalogram of the annual mean sunspot number for the last 150 years (copied from Duhau and Chen, 1999). shown that the amplitude modulation of the 11 years solar magnetic field cycle oscillates around a fixed unique state, the Transition Point. As the solar dynamo, from which the solar magnetic fields originate, is a closed system, it may therefore maintain proper modes of oscillation. Fig. 4 shows the Morlet wavelet scalogram for 150 years of sunspot number data. A given proper mode of oscillation is displayed there by a succession of dark and lighter areas occurring at quasi-regular intervals and covering a band of periods. We denominate these proper modes by the term 'cycles'. We assume that these are quasi-harmonics. In the scalogram of Fig. 4 we identify four ranges of sunspot numbers whose periods are roughly in the bands: 7-15, 15-32, 32-75 and above 75 years. We denote these by Schwabe-type, Hale-type, lower Gleissberg, upper Gleissberg and Suess (De Vries) periods. Fig. 5 shows the time series of R max and aa min as normalized with respect to the coordinate values of the so-called Transition Point (Duhau and De Jager, 2008) . The vertical co-ordinate gives the amplitudes of the poloidal and the toroidal transition cycles in sunspot number units and in nT, respectively, according to
In Fig. 5 the sunspot maxima and the geomagnetic aa minima time series are extrapolated till 2009 and 2014, respectively, on the basis of the forecast by De Jager and Duhau (2009a) . Note that in this diagram the time resolution of the series is 11 years, while it is 1 year in Fig. 4 . Therefore, since the smallest resolvable period is twice the sample period (Torrence and Compo, 1998) , the resolution is 22 years in the first case and in the second case it is 2 years. Hence, the band of sunspot numbers below $20 years is not resolved in the time series of Fig. 5 , which means that the Schwabe signal is filtered out in that time series. Table 2 gives the Fourier periods of the wavelet components of the base functions that allow for an accurate representation of the 400 years long time series. While the lower Gleissberg band corresponds in the solar dynamo to a semi-secular cycle, the upper Gleissberg band and above are included in the so-called Gleissberg cycle (De Jager and Duhau, in press ). The parameters D and n that define the base functions in Table 2 are the ratios of the widths of the Gaussian envelope to the Fourier period of each wavelet component and the number of subscales between scales (see Torrence and Compo, 1998) . The Fourier periods correspond to time scales that we distinguish by Hale, lower Gleissberg, upper Gleissberg and De Vries (Suess) periods in solar activity. The 'long-term' part, which contains the linear trend, is not presented in the table. With regard to the periods above $ 75 years Duhau and De Jager (2008) have found that signals corresponding to different time scales in the proxy data of solar activity, based on cosmogenic isotope data, as compared with those based in sunspot number and auroral observations, differ strongly in magnitude above the 440 year period, these being strongly amplified in cosmogenic isotope data as compared with those for shorter time scales. Signals above 400 years are hard to identify in our observational time span of less that 4 centuries. In the further part of this paper we, therefore, restrict ourselves to the shortest three sets of periods, called Hale, lower Gleissberg and upper Gleissberg, because the only physically significant periodicities that have so far been identified are the Hale cycle (varying around 22 years), the Gleissberg cycle (50-140 years with a maximum at 88 years) and the sharp De Vries cycle of 205 years (De Jager, 2005) .
Analysis of the components
We made the analysis for the oscillations that result from superimposing the Hale, the lower Gleissberg and the upper Gleissberg band and the above terms of Table 2 , respectively. To the latter we added the linear gradual increase and we denote this complex by the term 'long-term' components.
We performed this analysis for the two main field components of the dynamo. This procedure allows one to represent the three distinctive cycles that we have identified in the solar magnetic field: the Hale, the semi-secular and the Gleissberg cycles, respectively, the last being the oscillations around the transition level as seem in the long-term component. To interpret this result we recall that the physical nature of a turbulent flow in a bound nonlinear system depends on the time and spatial scales involved. In such a system the flow is stochastic in the smallest scales. In these scales the spectrum is nearly continuous (red noise). But the large-scale organized current flows depend on the boundary condition and so this large-scale flow may sustain normal modes. As a result the spectrum of solar activity related variables (for a review see de Jager, 2005) indicates that above the 17 years period a few well defined dominant frequencies, with power well above the underground continuous noise, do exist and so we may interpret the persistence on time of these dominant frequencies as a manifestation of the existence of natural modes of oscillations in the globally bound circulation pattern. Therefore the Hale and the semi-secular cycles are due to the nonlinear interaction of the magnetic field with the large-scale fluid flow, that is with the meridional circulation and torsional oscillations (see e.g. Knobloch et al., 1998) . The origin of the Gleissberg cycle, which leads to the phase transitions in the solar dynamo system, is different, the fact that the dominant period changes suddenly, nearly duplicating at Grand episodes as compared with the regular ones, indicates that the change of phase is linked to a sudden change in some of the boundary conditions, a possibility being a change in the orientation of the tachocline magnetic field with respect to the convective envelope as shown by model computations in an 'intermittent off-on dynamo' (Schmitt et al., 1996) in which the random orientation of a seed field leads to the intermittent occurrence of Grand Episodes. An empirical evidence of the validity of such a kind of models and its relationship with the solar dynamo phase transitions is given by the fact that during the 1923 phase transition the solar wind has changed from northward to southward asymmetry (Mursula and Zieger, 2001 ). We performed our analysis for the Moberg et al. temperatures. They do not extend beyond 1980 and so we decided to assume the Moberg et al. data up to 1850 and to pad the Brohan-Kennedy data set to it. The combined file extends up to 2008. A small adaptation subtraction was needed for correct patching. Thereafter we decomposed the R max file (toroidal component), the aa min file (poloidal) and the temperature file T into the Hale, semisecular and long-term components with the wavelet analysis technique, described in Section 4, that we also used in our earlier paper (Duhau and De Jager, 2008) .
We carried the analysis out for the Hale, the lower Gleissberg and the upper Gleissberg components of Table 2 . To the latter we added the quasi-linear gradual increase and we denote the complex by the long-term component. We performed this analysis for the two main field components of the dynamo.
We are searching for the fractional contributions of the three components of each of the two variables R max and aa min to the temperature and this leads to the following equations:
It is our aim to determine the six constants CR1-Ca3 on the basis of observational data from the period 1844-1980. This is a short interval of time but direct observations of aa-data are only available after 1844. By writing
we obtained three sets of x ( ¼CR) and y ( ¼Ca) values, one set for each of the components. These x and y values are identified with the parameters CR1-Ca3 from Eqs. (3a) through (3c). The value of the constant is physically uninteresting; it is just a zero-point value of the temperature scale. The determination of the parameters x and y by least-squares is straightforward. The results viz. the six constants CR1, CR2, CR3, Ca1, Ca2 and Ca3 are presented in Table 3 , together with their mean errors. The table also gives the r.m.s. deviation per data point of the fitting T obs -T cal , expressed in 1C; this being another measure of the goodness of fit.
This approach is fully different from that followed in Section 2 of this paper but the results confirm our earlier conclusion (De Jager and Duhau (2009b) and Section 2 of this paper) that the contribution of the poloidal field to tropospheric temperatures is for two of the components in order of magnitude comparable to that of the toroidal field. This does not apply to the lower Gleissberg component. The fact that the x value for the Hale component is negative make us doubt its reality, in view of the results found in Section 2. We note the negative signs of the y components, which confirm the earlier results (Section 3). The r.m.s. deviation per data point (/mS) is also in acceptable bounds. These results may explain why former analyses (Krivova and Solanki, 2003; Foukal et al., 2006; Erlykin et al., 2009a) , that are all based on studies of the toroidal field component only, such as sunspot number data or Total Solar Irradiance data, did not give positive results for the dependence of tropospheric temperature on solar parameters.
The present analysis, and particularly the data of Table 3 , gives some clues that may be helpful to guide future investigations. The essential problem is to find the physical explanation of the lower Gleissberg variations (being the superposition of wavelet components with periods in the lower Gleissberg band). This is yet an open problem. We briefly return to this item in Section 7.
It is useful also to consider the plots of the residuals DT¼ T obs -T cal for the three components of solar variability. They are plotted in Fig. 6 whereby in the case of the long-term component the gradual increase has been subtracted. We recall that the x and y values were derived from the data for the period 1844-1980. The diagrams, though, have been extended to the period from 1610 to 2008. As written before, observed aa-data do not exist before 1844 and we used the extrapolated aa-values of Nagovitsyn (2005 Nagovitsyn ( , 2006 Nagovitsyn ( , 2007 for the period 1610-1844, realizing, of course, that these have not the same value as direct observation. We analysed them in a previous investigation (Duhau and De Jager, 2008) and found them reasonably reliable. Pleasingly, in that longer period of time the deviations appear to be small for the two shortest components. The relative uncertainty of the aa-data in the earlier period and the extrapolation of the basic constants may be responsible for the larger deviations in the long-term component for the first part of the 17th century.
Apparently the average deviations from zero, DT, is of the order of 0.11 in the period before 1980 (see also The last column gives the r.m.s. of the fitting of (T obs -T cal ) in degrees centigrade. The data apply to the period 1844-1980. These findings ask for identifying the physical causes of the relevant field components: the Hale and long-term components of the two fields. Finding them may appear important for understanding the mechanism of the sun-climate relationship. We deal with that problem in Section 7.
With a view to the negative signs in Tables 1a, 1b and 3 and considering Fig. 6 and the results found in Section 2, the conclusion of this section is that gradual tropospheric warming during the period 1790-1970 was mainly correlated with the long-term components of solar variability. The Hale and the semisecular (lower Gleissberg) components may rather be related to the onset of new Grand Episodes through the associated torsional oscillations.
6. Changing solar activity and evidence for solar forcing of climate change during the Holocene This paper deals with surface temperature variation during the period in which sufficient solar observations are available (1610-present). But there is abundant indirect evidence of solar variations corresponding to climate fluctuations throughout the Holocene. We summarize these in this section because their study may help to solve unresolved problems.
To extend the record of solar activity indirect proxy data can be derived from measurements of the cosmogenic radionuclides 10 Be and 14 C (radiocarbon) in natural archives such as ice cores and tree rings (Beer et al., 1990 (Beer et al., , 2006 Muscheler et al., 2004; Stuiver et al., 1991; Solanki et al., 2004; Usoskin et al., 2004b Usoskin et al., , 2004c van Geel, 2008, Steinhilber et al., 2009 ). Cosmogenic radionuclides are produced continuously in the atmosphere as a result of the interaction of galactic cosmic rays with nitrogen and oxygen. The higher the cosmic ray intensity, the larger the production rate. Cosmic ray intensity is modulated by two magnetic effects: the solar activity and the geomagnetic field. Depending on the magnetic activity, the Sun emits plasma (solar wind) carrying magnetic fields into the heliosphere that acts as a shield and reduces the cosmic ray intensity. The second shielding effect is due to the geomagnetic field. After production 10 Be becomes attached to aerosols and is removed from the atmosphere mainly by wet deposition within 1-2 years. Ice cores are excellent archives to measure 10 Be. 14 C forms 14 CO 2 and exchanges between atmosphere, biosphere and ocean. As a consequence of the large size of these reservoirs and the long residence times the amplitude of an observed 14 C change in the atmosphere is considerably smaller than the corresponding change in the production rate and the atmospheric 14 C change is delayed. While the average delay is variable and can reach a century, a good average is about 20 years (Beer and van Geel, 2008) . Both 10 Be and 14 C provide independent records of the cosmic ray intensity and solar activity of the past. Paleoclimate reconstructions provide growing evidence for climate change. Denton and Karlé n (1973) linked the radiocarbon record with geological data such as the extension of glaciers and made important conclusions about solar forcing of climate change. Magny (2004 Magny ( , 2007 published a long record of Holocene climate-related water table changes in lakes in south-eastern France and adjacent Switzerland. The lake level fluctuations closely correspond to the atmospheric 14 C fluctuations and therefore also to the history of solar activity. Holzhauser et al. (2005) compared glacier and lake level fluctuations in westcentral Europe over the last 3500 years and demonstrated synchronicity between glacier advances, periods of higher lake levels and maxima of atmospheric radiocarbon. There are numerous other examples of sediment and lake level data that point to a solar link (Baker et al., 2005; Morrill et al., 2006; Patterson et al., 2004; Stager et al., 2005; Verschuren et al., 2000; Wu et al., 2006; Haltia-Hovi et al., 2007) . Holocene peat deposits, especially the rainwater-fed raised bogs such as those in northwest Europe, are natural archives of climate change. Climate-related changes in precipitation and temperature are reflected in the changing species composition of the peat-forming vegetation. Based on very well dated peat cores that were formed after the last Ice Age it has been shown that mire surface wetness often increased together with rapid increases of atmospheric production of 14 C (Kilian et al., 1995; van Geel et al., 1998; Speranza et al., 2003; Mauquoy et al., 2002) . The ice rafted debris found in sediment cores of the North Atlantic originates from areas in Greenland and Iceland where particles are picked up by glaciers moving towards the coast. When the ice melts in the North Atlantic the particles are released and preserved in the sediment. Their amount is therefore a measure of the transport of cooler, ice-bearing surface waters eastward from the Labrador Sea and southward from the Nordic Seas, probably accompanied by shifts to strong northerly winds north of Iceland. Bond et al. (2001) showed that more ice-rafted debris in the North Atlantic Ocean was transported to the south during periods of relatively low solar activity. The agreement between cosmogenic isotope fluctuations and ice rafted debris points to a dominant influence of solar activity changes on the North Atlantic climate. Neff et al. (2001) studied the climate archive of stalagmites in Oman. The oxygen isotope record was interpreted as a proxy for fluctuations in monsoon rainfall. After some adjustments of the U-Th chronology, the oxygen isotope record was linked to the D 14 C record, suggesting that changes of monsoon intensity are driven by solar activity fluctuations. Oxygen isotopes ratios in stalagmites from the Dongge cave in southern China also show clear evidence for a solar signal in the monsoon variability on decadal to centennial time scales (Wang et al., 2005) . Mangini et al. (2005) reconstructed temperature changes during the last 2000 years based on a stalagmite from a cave in the Central Alps.
Based on a high correlation of that record with D 14 C, the conclusion was made that solar variability was a major driver of climate in Central Europe during the past two millennia. Based on measurements of 10 Be in polar ice cores Steinhilber et al. (2009) presented a physics-based record of 40-year averaged total solar irradiance covering 9300 years. While the record of atmospheric 14 C includes considerable system effects, such as the variable delay, the 10 Be record is a more direct reflection of TSI. The reconstruction by Steinhilber et al. offers the possibility to further test links between Holocene climate fluctuations and TSI, and provides a basis for climate models to quantify the role of TSI forcing.
The solar origins of terrestrial temperature variations
The analyses of the previous sections demand for an attempt to identify the mechanisms that influence temperature variations. We need to explain the following three quantitative data:
While the total temperature increase over the period 1619-1970 was 0.087 1C/century, a gradient of 0.077 1C/century is correlated to the equatorial (toroidal) magnetic component. A negative gradient of À0.040 1C/century is correlated with the poloidal component. We have to explain its value and the negative sign of the y-term in Eq. (1). A gradient of 0.051 1C/century is due to other, presumably climatologic causes.
We discuss these three results: The equatorial (toroidal) component of 0.077 1C/century can fully be explained by the variation of the solar radiative flux and the associated feedback by evaporated water vapour. The excess flux associated with solar equatorial activity consists of two parts: the UV flux and the component in the visual and IR part of the spectrum. Lean (2000; cf. also De Jager, 2005, Fig. 5) gives in her Fig. 9 diagrams that show the variation of these fluxes during the four centuries 1600-2000. Although direct observations of these fluxes are only available since $ 1980, it is generally assumed that their variation is proportional to the number of sunspot groups, because the flux variation originates from the facular fields around the sunspot groups. This is the reason why an extrapolation of the fluxes down to 1610 on the basis of observed sunspot numbers seems allowed. From Lean's (2000) Murphy et al., 2009 ) amplifies the temperature increase by a factor 2. Hence, the gratifying result of this exercise is that the gradual temperature increase that is correlated with the equatorial magnetic field component can fully be explained by the gradual increase of the Total Solar Irradiance and its feedback effects. Since the temperature increase associated with the equatorial component is thus explained there is little room left for hypothetical additional heating related to solar flares and coronal mass ejections (CMEs; Xie et al., 2009; Tappin, 2009a, 2009b; Tappin and Howard, 2009) . In this connection we also refer to Soon (2009) who found that solar irradiance can explain 75% of the variance of the decadally smoothed Arctic-wide surface temperature over that past 130 years. The difference with our result asks for an explanation. For explaining the underlying mechanism it is useful to mention that a change in the north-south asymmetry in the solar wind speed from northward to southward around 1930 was reported by Mursula and Zieger (2001) . This change of symmetry may be due to a change between the spin of the outer layers of the sun and the dip direction, and, in turn, it may be related to the episode change in 1923. The possible role of torsional oscillations in explaining solar variability might be considered in this connection (Snodgrass and Howard, 1985; Vorontsov et al., 2002) .
The polar (poloidal) component is À 0.040 1C/century. As aa min is a measure of the strength of the poloidal field, the minus sign means that surface temperature increases when the poloidal field strength decreases, and vice versa. The maximum value of the polar field -which occurs during a sunspot minimum -may be related to the non-magnetic solar wind emanating from the coronal holes. Strong polar magnetic fields are mainly closed fields but the coronal holes, important sources for the solar wind have open field lines carrying virtually little or no magnetic fields into the heliosphere. Recent observations (Gibson et al., 2009; cf. also Savcheva et al., 2009) show that the polar solar wind reached an exceptionally high maximum during the period of extraordinary low solar polar activity of [2008] [2009] . At the same time the cosmic ray flux on earth reached exceptionally high values. This can be explained by the circumstances that during a solar minimum the non-magnetic solar wind component dominates, hence the solar wind carries little magnetic field into space. During a minimum of interplanetary magnetic fields, the cosmic rays flux reaches maximum values, while the differential surface temperature minimizes. This is a problem for climatology and will not be touched here. An elaborate discussion of the solar wind interaction with the Earth's environment is given by Watermann et al. (2009) . Xie et al. (2009) discussed the physics of Coronal Mass Ejections near a solar minimum. Another feature that may be of importance is the coronal jets; these are always associated with the coronal bright points, which appear in positive correlation with the strength of the polar field (Nistic o et al., 2009 ). The above listed components are the sources of emission of magnetized plasma and thus associated with the shielding of the earth from cosmic rays and the suggested, but not yet quantifiable, process of cloud formation (Kristjansson et al., 2004; Usoskin et al., 2004a; Svensmark et al., 2009; Ram et al., 2009 , but cf. also the negative result by Sloan and Wolfendale (2008) , Pierce and Adams (2009) , Kulmala et al. (2009) and the indecisive results of Erlykin et al. (2009b) . See also the review by Gray et al. (in press ). We conclude that the physical interpretation of the contribution of the poloidal solar component is still open.
Concluding this part of the present section, we found that the temperature change related to equatorial field variations can fully be explained by the variations in the Total Solar Irradiance and the consequent feedback effects. The cooling associated with an increased polar field, able to quantitatively explain the derived temperature gradient of À 0.040 1C/century, is still unexplained.
Explanation of the climatologic effects; the present global warming
We are left with the residual component of 0.051 1C/century. It must be ascribed to several climatologic processes: volcanic eruptions, change of atmospheric circulation patterns, etc. These processes can explain temporal terrestrial temperature variations of magnitudes comparable to or even larger than 0.05-0.1 1C. But do they also explain the gradual increase by 0.0501 per century during the period 1620-1970? So far there is no indication of a gradual change of tropospheric conditions over the past four centuries that might explain this gradual temperature increase, but there are several studies well under way. IPCC (2007) lists 12 models that have been used to simulate the temperature variations over the last millennium. These models range from rather simple energy balance models to full global climate models and have been driven by reconstructions of volcanic forcings, solar irradiance forcing and 'other forcings'. All models are more or less successful in reproducing the observed variations (see IPCC, 2007, Fig. 6 .14 on page 479). We note that these models also include a contribution by 'solar forcing', but the contribution of solar irradiance variations to temperature variations is relatively small in these models. 'Other forcings' (orbital forcing, well mixed Greenhouse gases, tropospheric sulphate aerosols, land use change, changes in ozone content, etc.) are increasingly significant from 1800 onward. Some of these models have been highly tuned and the accuracy of the reconstructed forcings is limited. Also, all models used pre-industrial solar irradiance forcings which are now thought to be too high, and the presumed high climate sensitivity to solar forcing is still a subject of active research (see e.g. Meehl et al., 2009) , and models differ in their representation of other forcings. An elaborate summarizing discussion of including the influence of solar factors in climate models is by Gray et al. (in press) .
Finally, the question is opportune whether the excess of 0.311 in 1999 (as compared with the reference temperature in 1960; cf. Fig. 3 ) is consistent with current ideas on greenhouse warming. Judging from current estimates (Ch. 9 of the 4th IPCC report) the antropogenic part of global warming since 1960 is 0.51 with an uncertainty of 0.31. This agrees with the result found here.
In conclusion, the residual temperature increase that is not correlated with solar variability (0.051 1C/century), as well as the recent residual temperature increase (0.31 1C in 1999), can both be explained by model calculations.
Conclusions
In an earlier investigation (De Jager and Duhau, 2009b) we found that the tropospheric temperatures are not only correlated with the toroidal field components of the solar dynamo, but also with variations of both the toroidal and the poloidal magnetic field components. In this paper we partly confirm that conclusion, but an important new finding is that surface temperature increases when the poloidal field strength decreases and vice versa: the influence of the poloidal component is largest for smallest fields. We find that over the period 1620-1970 the average terrestrial surface temperature slowly increased with an average gradient of 0.087 1C/century. This can be split in three parts. The first is a gradient of 0.077 1C/century that can be fully explained by the variation of the total solar irradiance and the consequent feedback by greenhouse warming due to H 2 O vapour.
A gradient of À 0.040 1C/century is related to the poloidal field component. It is tentatively ascribed to the open (non-magnetic) solar wind flux emanating from the coronal holes; it should lead to tropospheric warming but a quantitative physical explanation is still lacking.
The residual gradient of 0.051 1C/century is correlated with climatologic processes. There are several numerical model studies which provide a quantitative explanation of secular trends but these studies differ in details and therefore further clarification is needed, particularly referring to the quantitative explanation of the found gradient.
We studied the present period of global warming and found that, in comparison to the average temperature for the period 1800-1950, it reached a value of 0.31 1C in 1999, a value that agrees with current atmospheric model calculations. Data for later years cannot be given because of the data-smoothing technique used.
We listed evidences of solar forcing of climate on longer time scales. There appears to be an increasing amount of evidence for solar forcing of climate change and associated additional warming by feedback (Bond et al., 2001; Hu et al., 2003; Maasch et al., 2005; Mauquoy et al., 2002; van Geel et al., 1999 , 2004 , Versteegh, 2005 Xiao et al., 2006) . We emphasize that the apparently large sensitivity of the climate system to small changes in solar activity confirms the importance of amplifying feedback processes in the climate system (Boni et al., 2006; Murphy et al., 2009) .
Finally, we emphasize the importance of addressing the main open question that is left, viz. the explanation of the correlation of temperature change with that of the polar magnetic field component.
